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proof shows that we may use the space S of Lemma 2.1 in place of the ct 
interval. This fact, together with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 yield the followin 
In [4], Krajewski showed that a space is paracompact iff it is &r&n 
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We end this sectkn with two observations. The first, Exsmple 3.5, shows that 
not true if we replace the closed C-scattered subspaces by closed 
pact subspaces, and the second, mieorem 3.6, shows that if we replace 
-scattered subspaces in Theorem 3.4 by closed locally compact sub- 
&en Theorem 3.4 essentially reduces to Katuta’z Theorem B. 
&!k (The Mchael line). Let M denote the Michael line, Q denote th 
;ti numbers and P denote the set of irrational numbers. Let P be wells 
be the well-ordered open covering of M whose first member iz 
y the singleton irrationals. The colktion 3 is order Pocally finite. 
is a countable closed subset of M, Q is closed and a-locally compact, so 
as a precise refinement y closed, cr-locally compact subspaces, but ‘the 
with the space of in ational real numbers is not normal 181. 
Let X be a paracompac~ space which has un open, point order Eoc~ally 
d beally fictite) coveritg 9 such that +? has a precise refinemen by closed, 
an open, poitit ordflr ioca/ly finite (order lmcl fly 
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ji be an open point order 
vering of X, and 9’ = (Pa : a E A) be a precise 
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As noted in the introduction, there exists a paracumpact slpaoe X h 
locally finite covering by compact seti% such that tie pro&@ .of X 
paracompact space rnay fail $0 be normal. Theorem 42 Mow 40 
Theorem E shows tbat if a metric space X has a point ordl 
compact sets, then the pr&tict of X with my parae&npact 
ct. it is intereskg to contrast his result with the M!owin~ therm of 
[ 141: if X is paracompact and has a fl-closure preserving CuVer by cornpaa sets, 
then the product of X with any paracompact spa- must be paracompact, 
We first establish the folkxw6ng sirmple lemma. 
Proof. Let d be a compatilble metric for X and let Z = {KY: a E (A, S)) be an O&T 
Iocstlly finite collection of compact subsets of X For each natural cumber i, let 
&(i) =(x: d(x, K,,)< i-‘1. L&Q ={&: if b <a, thenK&n& =@}L Sincefa&et 
Ka is compact and % is order locally finite and pairwise disjoint, it is &ar that for 
each a in A, there is an integer i such that KG e Su;. It is also clear that each ooikction 
Z, is discrete, so that x is ar-discrete, completing the proof. 
Using Lemma 4.1, ~;ore prove the following. 
Theiwem 4.2. Let X be a mtrizabk spklce. IfX has 42 p&2 t ordct locally finite cmi?ri?ig 
by compact sets, then X has Q cr-d&we cawing by compact se& 
Prod. Let X=(Ka: a E (A, s)) be a point or&z loMy Rnita covering,af X bby 
compact sets. For each a in A, define G, to be the set of all poifits x iti K , such that 
x has a neighbourhood which meets only finitely many members of the collection 
& : b < a}. Set 3 = ( Ga : a E (A, +). Note that C#J isan order 1ocMy fiti~ cowr’of 
X arzd that each set G, is open relative to the subspace Ka. Sin{* C& fs ~relatively 
,we have GQ=U(G,(n): n =a,re,...}~whereieachset E,(n)is ed in 
C&(n) is compact, Let %” = {(3&): o E (A., ai)jw Tkm b an 
ally finite collection of compact sets. 
tn I= C&(n) -bj{G~fn): b S a). Since 2!$ isorderlocally 
subspace C&(m) so that J&(n) = u{.&(n, 5): i = I, 2,. * .I 
,i if? order locally tin@. $3 th@t -
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